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The nature of intrinsic point defects, i.e., energetic, ferroelectric, and electronic properties of vacancies in
ferroelectric PbTiO3, is studied using first-principles calculations based on the hybrid Hartree-Fock density
functional, which correctly reproduces the band gap and thus provides the accurate defect electronic states.
The oxygen vacancies are found to behave as double shallow donors and are thermodynamically stable over
a wide range of Fermi levels under oxygen-poor conditions, while Pb vacancies are likely to be formed under
oxygen-rich conditions and act as double shallow acceptors, which lead to p-type conductivity. The result
shows good consistency with the relevant experimental observations. The ferroelectric distortion is disturbed
anisotropically outward by oxygen vacancies and is characterized by localized defect electronic states contributed
by d orbitals. In contrast, an isotropically inward ferroelectric disturbance is found around Pb and Ti vacancies.
Such a ferroelectric disturbance is strongly enhanced by the charging of vacancies, except for Pb vacancies that
induce delocalized defect states.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.174111 PACS number(s): 77.80.−e, 61.72.jd, 31.15.A−
I. INTRODUCTION
Ferroelectric perovskite oxides, such as PbTiO3 and
the Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 solid solution, are electroceramic materials
that exhibit ferroelectricity and related electromechanical
properties, including a large piezoelectric response and a
high dielectric constant.1 The outstanding versatility of their
multiple functionalities has drawn significant attention to
the ferroelectric perovskite oxides for technological applica-
tions, such as high-density nonvolatile random access mem-
ories (FeRAMs), transducers, sensors, and electromechanical
devices.2,3
Ferroelectric perovskite oxides usually contain many de-
fects that are included during the growth or production
processes.4–7 Vacancies, which are among the important point
defects in solids, are reported to have a significant influence
on the ferroelectricity and related properties of solids, as
confirmed by both experimental and theoretical studies:8–14
Ferroelectricity generally originates from the delicate balance
between short-range covalent and/or repulsive interactions and
long-range Coulombic interactions.15–18 The appearance of
vacancies causes a partial loss of short-range interactions.
The balance of long-range Coulombic interactions is also
broken by positively or negatively charged vacancies. Thus,
ferroelectricity can be strongly affected by vacancies. In
addition, vacancies play a significant role in polarization
fatigue, imprinting, and degradation during poling and reversal
processes, in addition to piezoelectric response through the
pinning of spontaneous polarization or domain walls.8–14
Specific vacancies are also considered to be a source of
electric current leakage,4,5,19,20 which often leads to a critical
malfunction in ferroelectric and electromechanical devices.
These characteristics of point defects in ferroelectric materials
are closely associated with and predominated by distinctive
electronic structures induced by vacancies: the so-called
defect state. It is therefore essential to achieve a funda-
mental understanding of the defect-state characteristics of
vacancies in ferroelectrics from both atomistic and electronic
perspectives.
First-principles density functional theory (DFT)21,22 cal-
culations have been commonly used to study the electronic
properties of point defects in insulators and semiconductors.
The local density approximation (LDA)23 or the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA)24,25 functionals are typically
employed to describe the exchange-correlation energy within
DFT. However, it is well known that the LDA and GGA tend to
underestimate the band gaps of insulators and semiconductors,
which causes a serious problem in describing the electronic
structure of point defects: The defect state is often introduced
between the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction
band minimum (CBM), i.e., in the band gap. With the LDA
or GGA functionals, the defect level is, however, embedded
in conduction bands due to underestimation of the band
gap, which leads to a critical misprediction of the electronic
structures of point defects. There have been several reports
on this problem where the LDA or GGA functionals have
provided incorrect energetic and electronic properties of
point defects in insulators.26–29 For the case of ferroelectric
PbTiO3, the band gap is evaluated as 1.62 eV using the LDA
functional,30 which has been commonly used to investigate
the vacancies of PbTiO3 in previous works,11,31–39 but is less
than half of the experimental value of 3.4 eV.40 Thus, the
previous results using the LDA functional suffer from a serious
underestimation of the band gap. It is therefore necessary to
accurately reproduce the band gap for investigations of the
electronic and atomic structures of vacancies in ferroelectric
PbTiO3.
Heyd et al. recently proposed hybrid Hartree-Fock (HF)
density functionals,41 which include in part the exact nonlocal
exchange of HF theory to DFT. The hybrid functional has been
used to accurately reproduce the band gaps of insulators and
semiconductors42; therefore, the use of the hybrid functional
is rationalized for the description of defect physics. This
validation has resulted in application to point defects in various
oxide materials26–29; however, there have been no reports that
have addressed vacancies in ferroelectric PbTiO3 using the
hybrid functional.
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TABLE I. Calculated lattice parameters, a and c, tetragonality c/a, and band gap Egap of ferroelectric PbTiO3 using LDA, GGA-PBE,
GGA-PBEsol, LDA +U , PBE +U , PBEsol +U , and the HSE06 hybrid functional. The optimal on-site Coulomb and exchange parameters
for Ti-d orbitals, U = 5.0 eV and J = 0.64 eV, respectively, are used for all the DFT +U calculations. The experimental values40,47 are also
listed for comparison. The error from the experimental values is shown in parentheses.
LDA GGA-PBE GGA-PBEsol LDA +U PBE +U PBEsol +U HSE06 Expt.
a (A˚) 3.867 3.841 3.876 3.918 3.985 3.935 3.855 3.88
(−0.3%) (−1.0%) (−0.1%) (+1.0%) (+2.7%) (+1.4%) (−0.7%)
c (A˚) 4.042 4.736 4.150 3.951 4.091 3.979 4.120 4.155
(−2.7%) (+14.0%) (−0.1%) (−4.9%) (−1.5%) (−4.2%) (−0.8%)
c/a 1.045 1.233 1.071 1.008 1.026 1.011 1.071 1.071
Egap (eV) 1.62 2.04 2.08 2.41 2.50 2.49 3.41 3.4
(−52%) (−41%) (−40%) (−30%) (−28%) (−28%) (+0.3%)
In this paper, we perform first-principles calculations
based on the hybrid HF density functional in conjunction
with appropriate treatment of a periodic finite-size supercell
to provide accurate energetic, ferroelectric, and electronic
properties for native point defects in ferroelectric PbTiO3. This
paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the detailed
simulation models and procedure, in addition to the validity
and effectiveness of the hybrid functional for application to
PbTiO3. Section III A describes the thermodynamic stability,
charge states, and transition levels of vacancies. The ferro-
electric properties that result from vacancies are presented in
Sec. III B, the magnetic properties induce by vacancies are
shown in Sec. III C, and the defect electronic states and levels




Ab initio (first-principles) calculations based on (gen-
eralized) Kohn-Sham theory22 were performed using the
Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code.43,44 The
electronic wave functions are expanded as plane waves up
to a cut-off energy of 500 eV. The electron-ion interaction
is represented by the projector-augmented wave method.45,46
The Pb 5d, 6s, and 6p, the Ti 3s, 3p, 3d, and 4s, and
the O 2s and 2p electrons are explicitly treated as valence
states. Spin polarization is considered for all calculations.
The exchange-correlation energies are described by the Heyd-
Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) screened hybrid functional,41
which includes in part the exact nonlocal exchange of HF
theory into the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional (PBE)25 of
the GGA. The exchange potential is evaluated by mixing 25%
of the HF exchange with 75% of the PBE exchange as Heyd
et al. suggested,41 while electronic correlation is essentially
represented by the PBE functional. A screening parameter
of 0.2 A˚−1 is used for the semilocal PBE exchange and the
screened nonlocal exchange.
The validity and effectiveness of the HSE06 hybrid func-
tional is carefully tested for PbTiO3 by comparing available
exchange-correlation functionals. Table I lists the structural
parameters and band gap of ferroelectric PbTiO3 obtained
experimentally and by using various functionals, where a
and c are the lattice parameters of tetragonal PbTiO3. LDA
and GGA-PBEsol, which is a GGA-PBE functional revised
for solids and surfaces,48 provide good structural predictions;
however, the band gap is underestimated by 40–50%. Although
a slight improvement can be found using the DFT +U
method49 with the optimal on-site Coulombic and exchange
parameters for Ti-d orbitals, U = 5.0 eV and J = 0.64 eV,
respectively,50 a 30% error in the band gap still exists, and the
structural prediction becomes worse. In contrast, the HSE06
hybrid functional successfully reproduces both the lattice
parameters and the band gap with extremely high accuracy
(errors less than 1%). This result clearly indicates that the
HSE06 hybrid functional is capable of accurately describing
the electronic and structural properties of point defects in
ferroelectric PbTiO3.
B. Simulation models and procedure
Figure 1 shows the simulation model for a vacancy in
ferroelectric PbTiO3 with a polar axis of [001]. We employ





















FIG. 1. (Color online) Simulation models for O1, O2, Pb, and
Ti vacancies in ferroelectric PbTiO3. The P arrow indicates the
spontaneous polarization.
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which three perovskite unit cells are arranged along the x, y,
and z direction. The simulation cell dimensions are Lx = 3a,
Ly = 3a, and Lz = 3c. A vacancy, denoted as Vqα (α = O1, O2,
Pb, and Ti), is introduced by removing one corresponding atom
from the simulation supercell. Here, the oxygens, O1 and O2,
which are located in the polar [001] direction and the nonpolar
[100] or [010] direction relative to the Ti atom, respectively,
are not equivalent to each other due to the tetragonal symmetry
(space group P4mm). q denotes the charge state of the
vacancy, and all possible charge states (q = 0 ∼ 2+ for the
O1 and O2 vacancies, q = 0 ∼ 2− for the Pb vacancy, and
q = 0 ∼ 4− for the Ti vacancy) are considered in this study.
2 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling51 is used for
the Brillouin zone integrations. The atomic configuration
is fully relaxed using the conjugate gradient method until
the Hellmann–Feynman forces are less than 0.01 eV/A˚.
To provide correct energies for the supercells containing a
charged defect, a homogeneous background charge is added
and undesirable monopole-monopole (first-order) interactions
are explicitly corrected.34,52,53 The remaining higher order
uncertainties with respect to the size of supercell are also im-
plicitly corrected using the finite-size scaling procedure.34,52,54
Note that the different sizes of the simulation supercell, from
2 × 2 × 2 to 3 × 3 × 3, are also simulated in the same manner
to perform the finite-size scaling correction.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Stability of vacancies and charged states
1. Vacancy formation energy and chemical stability range
To investigate the stability of vacancies in PbTiO3 and their







)+μα + q(EVBM + εF)
]−Etot(perfect),
(1)
where Etot(Vqα) is the total energy of a supercell with a vacancy
Vqα , and Etot(perfect) is the total energy of a supercell for
perfect (defect-free) PbTiO3. EVBM and εF are the VBM of
PbTiO3 with a potential alignment correction37,55 and the
Fermi level measured from the VBM, respectively. εF can vary
from the VBM to the CBM. μα denotes the chemical potential
of atom α in PbTiO3, the valid range of which is discussed
below.
The chemical potential generally varies with the surround-
ing environment. A valid range for the chemical potential
of PbTiO3 can be determined from the thermodynamic
equilibrium conditions and the requirement to prevent the
formation of other solid solutions or secondary phases.
(i) The chemical potential of the α atom in PbTiO3 μα
should be lower than that of an elemental solid consisting of
only α atoms μelemα , to ensure the elemental solid does not
precipitate. Note that μelemO is given by half of the total energy
of an O2 molecule under the consideration of spin-polarization.
This requirement is given by
μPb  0, μTi  0, μO  0, (2)
where μα = μα − μelemα is the difference in the chemical
potentials of the α atom in PbTiO3 and the corresponding
elemental solid.
TABLE II. Formation enthalpies (in eV) of PbO, TiO2, and
PbTiO3 calculated from the HSE06 hybrid functional. The result
obtained from the GGA-PBE functional and experimental values56
are also listed for comparison.
HSE06 GGA-PBE Experiment
H (PbO) −2.277 −2.25 −2.27
H (TiO2) −10.017 −9.13 −9.79
H (PbTiO3) −12.560 11.64 –
(ii) According to the thermodynamic equilibrium condition,
the sum of the chemical potentials of atoms in PbTiO3 must
be equal to the heat of formation to ensure the stability of the
compound PbTiO3. This condition can be formulated as
H (PbTiO3) ≡ (μPb + μTi + 3μO)
− (μelemPb + μelemTi + 3μelemO
)
= μPb + μTi + 3μO, (3)
where H (PbTiO3) denotes the formation enthalpy of
PbTiO3.
(iii) The chemical potentials should be lower than the
formation enthalpy of other possible compounds of PbO and
TiO2 to avoid the formation of binary compounds:
μPb + μO  H (PbO), (4)
μTi + 2μO  H (TiO2). (5)
The formation energy should be evaluated within the valid
range of chemical potentials that satisfy Eqs. (2)–(5).
The formation enthalpies of the PbO, TiO2, and PbTiO3
compounds obtained using the present HSE06 hybrid func-
tional are listed in Table II. The experimental values56 and
those obtained previously using the GGA-PBE functional39 are
also shown for comparison. The formation enthalpies obtained
with the present HSE06 functional calculations are in excellent
agreement with the experimental values and are better than
those obtained with the GGA-PBE functional. This agreement
clearly demonstrates the reliability of the present calculations.
Figure 2 shows the phase diagram for PbO, TiO2, and PbTiO3.
The red area indicates the chemically stable region of PbTiO3
obtained from Eqs. (2)–(5). Here, the chemical potential μα ,
generally reflects the environmental conditions. For example,
at the top-right points of A and B, at the boundary of chemical
stability range of PbTiO3, μO has relatively small values
of − 2.27 and − 2.54 eV, respectively, which correspond
to oxygen-poor conditions. In contrast, μO is zero at the
bottom-left border points of C and D, which correspond
to oxygen-rich conditions. The oxygen-poor (point A) and
oxygen-rich (point D) conditions are the primary focus in the
following discussion.
2. Stability of vacancies
Figure 3 plots the vacancy formation energy Evf , as a
functional of εF for each vacancy under the oxygen-poor
condition (point A). Here we present the formation energies
after the corrections described in Sec. II; therefore, the energies
are free from any undesirable interactions and uncertainties
from the finite size of the supercell. Note that the magnitude of
174111-3





























FIG. 2. (Color online) Phase diagram of tetragonal PbTiO3. The
red-colored area shows the chemical stability range of PbTiO3. Points
A and B correspond to oxygen-poor (O-poor) limit, while points C
and D correspond to oxygen-rich (O-rich) limit.
corrections for the defect-formation energies are 0.08–0.34 eV,
0.2–0.4 eV, and 0.01–0.05 eV for the monopole-monopole
correction for charged cell,34,52,53 the finite-size scaling with
respect to the finite supercell size,34,52,54 and the band-
alignment correction,37,55 respectively. Thus, the corrections
related to the finite size of supercells must be critical
for the evaluation of defect-formation energies, while the
band-alignment correction affects the result less. For the O1
vacancy, the vacancy-formation energy of the neutral V0O1, is
a high and positive value of 2.94 eV, while the charged O1 va-
cancies have lower and negative formation energies (−0.40 eV
for V+O1 and − 3.76 eV for V2+O1) at the VBM. This indicates
that the charged O1 vacancies can form spontaneously during
PbTiO3 crystal growth when the Fermi level is near the VBM,
whereas it is difficult for the neutral O1 vacancy to form,
even under oxygen-poor conditions. A comparison of the
charge states indicates that the formation energy of V2+O1 is
approximately 3 eV lower than V+O1 at the VBM. The O1
vacancy is thus preferentially doubly ionized, so that the
other charge states are unlikely to appear near the VBM.
The situation changes when the Fermi level is increased from
the VBM to the CBM. The formation energy of the charged
O1 vacancies increases with the increase of the Fermi level.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Vacancy formation energies Evf of (a) VO1, (b) VO2, (c) VPb, and (d) VTi as a function of Fermi level εF under the
O-poor limit (point A). The q indicates the charge state of each vacancy.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Vacancy formation energies Evf of VO1, VO2, VPb, and VTi as a function of Fermi level εF under the (a) O-poor limit
(point A) and (b) O-rich limit (point D).
with three different charge states have a large and positive
formation energy of approximately 2.9 eV. This suggests that
the O1 vacancy is unlikely to form near the CBM. Note that the
lowest energy charge state changes from 2 + to neutral when
the Fermi level reaches εF = 3.3 eV, which suggests a 2 + /0
charge transition level of the O1 vacancy. The transition level
will be discussed in the next section.
The O2 vacancies exhibit similar energetics to the O1
vacancies, except that the formation energies of the O2
vacancies are slightly higher (ca. 0.1 eV) than those of the
O1 vacancies [see Fig. 3(b)]. The difference between the
O1 and O2 vacancies results from their symmetries due to
ferroelectric distortions of tetragonal PbTiO3 [see also Fig. 1];
therefore, ferroelectricity has only a slight influence on the
thermodynamic stability of oxygen vacancies.
The Pb vacancies exhibit completely different energetics
from the oxygen vacancies [see Fig. 3(c)]. The formation




Pb are almost the same and are
high (6.1 eV) at the VBM, which indicates that it is difficult
for Pb vacancies to form near the VBM. The formation
energies of the charged Pb vacancies decrease as the Fermi
level increases, which is opposite to dependence of the oxygen
vacancy formation energy on the Fermi level. This is due to
the opposite sign of the charge states of the vacancies (i.e.,
VPb is negatively charged, while VO1 and VO2 are positively
charged). The formation energy of V2−Pb becomes negative
near the CBM, which suggests that V2−Pb is stable and forms
spontaneously during crystal growth near the CBM. However,
V−Pb still possesses a high formation energy of 2.74 eV at the
CBM, so that the singly ionized and neutral states are unlikely
to be formed.
For the Ti vacancies, the formation energy exhibits similar
behavior to that for Pb vacancies [see Fig. 3(d)]. However,
the Ti vacancies have much higher formation energy than
other vacancies in PbTiO3. At the VBM, for example, the
formation energy of a neutral Ti vacancy is lower than the other
charge states, 11.2 eV. This is several times higher than that
of other vacancies; therefore, the formation of Ti vacancies
is much less possible near the VBM. In contrast, near the
CBM, the relatively large charge state (maximally 4−) lowers
the formation energy of VTi significantly. In particular, the
formation energy of V4−Ti is − 0.89 eV at the CBM, which
suggests that the formation of V4−Ti may be possible near the
CBM.
Let us next compare the stability among all the vacancies
in PbTiO3. Figure 4 shows Evf for VO1, VO2, VPb, and
VTi as a function of εF under oxygen-poor (point A) and
oxygen-rich (point D) conditions. At each Fermi level, we
take the lowest formation energy among all the charge states for
each vacancy. Under the oxygen-poor condition, the formation
energies of VO1 and VO2 are negative over a wide range of
Fermi levels (εF < 1.8 eV), whereas those for VPb and VTi
are relatively large and positive. This indicates that oxygen
vacancies can form spontaneously during crystal growth and
become abundant, while the formation of VPb and VTi is
strictly prohibited. VPb and VTi become stable and coexist only
when the Fermi level is very close to the CBM (εF > 3.0 eV).
Between these Fermi levels (1.8 < εF < 3.0 eV), all vacancies
may have a small concentration, which makes it possible to
grow fine PbTiO3 crystals. In contrast, under the oxygen-rich
condition, the stability range of VO1 and VO2 is significantly
decreased and restricted to only the vicinity of the VBM (εF <
0.5 eV). Therefore, VO1 and VO2 become less stable than under
the oxygen-poor condition. However, the formation energies
of VPb and VTi become lower than those under the oxygen-poor
condition, and their stability range is consequently expanded
to εF > 1.8 eV. Thus, high-quality crystal growth is expected
at lower Fermi levels of 0.5 < εF < 1.8 eV.
These results are consistent with the relevant experimental
observations; as the oxygen partial pressure increases (i.e.,
the condition changes from oxygen-poor to oxygen-rich), the
concentration of oxygen vacancies decreases, but the number
of metal vacancies increases.4,5,7
For the direct relevance with more realistic conditions,
the defect-stability diagram (e.g., Brouwer diagram),57 which
describes defect stability as functions of temperature, oxygen
partial pressure, and Fermi energy of the system, can be calcu-
lated by considering possible equilibrium chemical reactions
pathways (laws of mass action)58 under charge neutrality
condition and evaluating the energetics of these chemical
174111-5
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Defect transition levels of VO1, VO2, VPb,
and VTi in ferroelectric PbTiO3. Numbers on each transition level line
indicate the change of charge state q.
reactions via first-principles calculations. Since the (partial)
defect-stability diagram for oxygen defects in SrTiO3 has been
reported very recently,59 the full defect-stability diagram for
all kinds of defects in PbTiO3 will be addressed in a future
work.
Another concern is about the way such defects can associate
with each other (i.e., defect clustering). Some previous works
addressed this issue in a similar way with the isolated vacancy
in the present study but employed the simulation model,
including two vacancies simultaneously.60,61 In addition, the
defect-clustering pathways can also be discussed by calculat-
ing energy barriers for possible defect-diffusion pathways.62
This may be a possible future work to reveal the complicated
defect physics in solids.
3. Charge states and transition levels
Here we discuss the possible charge states and transition
levels of pre-existing or just-formed vacancies. Figure 5
depicts the defect-transition levels for each vacancy in ferro-
electric PbTiO3. The defect-transition level corresponds to the













FIG. 6. (Color online) Cation and anion displacements around (a) VO1, (b) VO2, (c) VPb, and (d) VTi with respect to perfect (defect-free)
ferroelectric PbTiO3. Only the 2 × 2 × 2 unit-cell-area centering each vacancy is shown for clarity. Dashed circles indicate the position of the
vacancy site. For comparison, the spontaneous displacements of Ti, O1, and O2 with respect to Pb in perfect PbTiO3 are 0.190 A˚, 0.518 A˚, and
0.532 A˚, respectively.
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TABLE III. Magnetic moment per vacancy, M , of VO1, VO2, VPb,
























M (μB) 0.0 1.0 0.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0
charge states [see also Fig. 3]. VO1 has a 2 + /0 transition
level at only 0.06 eV below the CBM, which indicates that
VO1 behaves as a double-shallow donor that releases two
electrons. Similarly, VO2 possesses a 2 + /0 transition level
at a slightly deeper level of 0.3 eV below the CBM and thus
also acts as a double shallow donor. This corresponds well to
the experimentally observed n-type conductivity in a PbTiO3
sample under lead-rich (oxygen-poor) conditions.19,20 The
double-shallow-donor nature is also reported for an oxygen
vacancy in BaTiO3.29 However, for VPb, a 0/2 − transition
level is evident in the vicinity of the VBM, which indicates
that VPb behaves as a double-shallow acceptor that traps two
electrons and induces holes in PbTiO3. Consequently, VPb
can exhibit p-type (hole) conductivity. VTi has two distinct
transition levels in the band gap: a 0/2 − /3 − transition at
0.45 eV above the VBM and a 3 − /4 − transition at 0.68 eV
above the VBM. This implies that VTi may also exhibit
acceptorlike behavior. However, the formation energy of VTi
near the VBM is much higher than that of VPb [see also Fig. 4],
which suggests that p-type conductivity in PbTiO3 would
predominantly result from the contributions of Pb vacancies
rather than Ti vacancies. These results are consistent with the
experimental observations of p-type conductivity in a PbTiO3
sample with abundant Pb vacancies.4,5
B. Atomic structures of vacancies and ferroelectric disturbance
Figure 6 shows the displacement of cations (Pb and Ti)
and anions (oxygen) around VO1, VO2, VPb, and VTi in
ferroelectric PbTiO3. Here, the atomic displacement from
the perfect (defect-free) PbTiO3 is visualized to extract the
intrinsic effect of a vacancy, and only the 2 × 2 × 2 unit cell
area centering each vacancy is shown for clarity. Note that
the effect of the vacancy ranges within two-unit-cell lengths
at most. For V0O1, the cations are slightly displaced along
almost [001], and the displacement is highly confined to the
vacancy site, while the oxygens do not move appreciably.
Since ferroelectricity is due to the relative displacement of
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Electronic structures and atomic displacements of VO1 in ferroelectric PbTiO3. (a) DOS of the neutral vacancy V0O1,
(b) spatial distribution of the squared wave functions |ψe|2 of the occupied defect states of V0O1 (yellow iso-surface), (c) DOS of the positively
charged vacancy V2+O1, and (d) atomic displacement around V2+O1 relative to V0O1.
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of cations around V0O1 corresponds to the opposite direction to
the spontaneous polarization along [001]. The presence of V0O1
thus suppresses ferroelectricity. This ferroelectric disturbance
is significantly enhanced when the O1 vacancy is 2 + charged.
In particular, the displacement of Ti just below V2+O1 (0.498 A˚)
is opposite to and larger than the spontaneous displacement
of Ti in perfect PbTiO3 (0.190 A˚), which suggests that the
polarization locally inverse to the intrinsic polar direction.
This also implies that V2+O1 may become a possible origin
of polarization switching from [001] to [001]. In contrast,
VO2 induces the ferroelectric disturbance perpendicular to the
polar axis [see Fig. 6(b)]. The magnitude of this disturbance is
enhanced when the O2 vacancy is positively charged, which
is the same trend as that for the O1 vacancy. In contrast to
the anisotropic and outward ferroelectric disturbance by the
oxygen vacancies, an inward disturbance is evident around
both VPb and VTi. However, the ferroelectric disturbance of
VPb is still very small and almost unchanged when VPb is 2 −
charged, while the disturbance is enhanced with charged V4−Ti ,
which is in common with VO1 and VO2. Thus, the ferroelectric
disturbance is strongly dependent on the type of vacancy. Note
that the local polarization concept,63–69 which can evaluate the
cell-by-cell polarization, cannot be applied to the deficient
systems, such as in the present models, because the local
polarization concept requires the unit cell-containing perfect
(stoichiometric) PbTiO3.
C. Magnetic moments induced by vacancies
Table III lists the magnetic moments of each vacancy
in ferroelectric PbTiO3. Although ferroelectric PbTiO3 is
intrinsically nonmagnetic, we found that some vacancies drive
magnetization. For the neural oxygen vacancy that releases two
electrons, the magnetic moment is zero, while the magnetic
moment of 1.0 μB appears when the oxygen vacancy is singly
charged. The oxygen vacancy turns to nonmagnetic when it is
2 + charged. The similar trend is found for the Pb vacancy. On
the other hand, the neutral Ti vacancy possesses the magnetic
moment of 4.0 μB. The magnetic moment monotonically
decreases as the Ti vacancy is charged negatively. These
magnetic properties of vacancies are closely related to the
defect electronic states discussed in the next section.
D. Electronic structures and defect states
Here, we first provide detailed defect electronic structures
for each native vacancy in ferroelectric PbTiO3. Figure 7 shows
the electronic and atomic structures of VO1 in ferroelectric
PbTiO3. From the density of states (DOS) of the neutral V0O1, an
electronic state can be determined between the VBM and CBM
[Fig. 7(a)], which cannot be observed in perfect (defect-free)
PbTiO3. Therefore, this is a defect electronic state induced by
V0O1. The defect state is located at 2.56 eV above the VBM
and is occupied by two electrons. To obtain further details, the
VO22+
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Electronic structures and atomic displacements of VO2 in ferroelectric PbTiO3. (a) DOS of the neutral vacancy V0O2,
(b) spatial distribution of the squared wave functions |ψe|2 of the occupied defect states of V0O2 (yellow iso-surface), (c) DOS of the positively
charged vacancy V2+O2, and (d) atomic displacement around V2+O2 relative to V0O2.
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squared wave function |ψe|2 of the defect state is visualized
in Fig. 7(b). The defect state is highly confined around V0O1
and the neighboring Ti atom in [001], which suggests that
V0O1 induces a localized defect state. It is also clearly evident
from the shape of wave function that the dz2 orbital is the
main contributor to the defect state. Considering that the Ti
dz2 and O1 pz orbitals are hybridized and form a pdσ bond in
perfect (defect-free) PbTiO3,15,16 a loss of the pdσ bond due
to the O1 vacancy may induce the dz2 -contributed defect state
at the Ti atom. This result is consistent with the experimental
observation that Ti4+ is reduced to Ti3+ in oxygen-deficient
octahedra by charge compensation.70 In contrast, for charged
V2+O1, no defect state is observed within the band gap [Fig. 7(c)],
because when the O1 vacancy is 2 + charged by releasing two
electrons, the defect state becomes unoccupied and shifts its
energy level to above the CBM. The absence of the localized
defect state in V2+O1 makes the O1 vacancy site positively
charged, which leads to repulsive force between V2+O1 and the
cations (Ti and Pb) through Coulombic interaction. The Ti
atom below the O1 vacancy, where the defect state is localized
in the neutral state, is significantly displaced in the downward
direction [Fig. 7(d)], as described in Sec. III B.
Figure 8 shows the electronic and atomic structures of VO2
in ferroelectric PbTiO3. Similar to the case of V0O1, neutral V0O2
induces a defect state occupied by two electrons at 2.32 eV
above the VBM [Fig. 8(a)]. The defect state is highly localized
between V0O2 and two neighboring Ti atoms and is contributed
to by the dx2−y2 orbital [Fig. 8(b)]. As the Ti dx2−y2 orbital
hybridizes with the O2 px orbital in defect-free PbTiO3,15,16
the defect state of V0O2 may also be induced by a loss of a
hybridized p-d bond. When the O2 vacancy is 2 + charged,
the defect state is unoccupied, and the vacancy site is positively
charged [Fig. 8(c)]. As a result, cationic Pb and Ti atoms,
and anionic O atoms neighboring V2+O2, are displaced outward
and inward, respectively. Note that the atomic displacement
is almost along the [100] direction, which corresponds to the
[100]-oriented distribution of the defect state [Figs. 8(b) and
8(d)]. Thus, the nature of the defect states explains why VO2
induces the ferroelectric disturbance perpendicular to the polar
axis.
In contrast to the oxygen vacancies, the cation (Pb and
Ti) vacancies exhibit distinct characteristics of defects states.
V0Pb forms an unoccupied defect state at 0.34 eV above the
VBM [Fig. 9(a)]. Unlike the oxygen vacancies, where the
defect states are highly localized at the vacancy site, the defect
state is spatially distributed away from V0Pb [Fig. 9(b)], i.e.,
the delocalized state. When the Pb vacancy is 2 − charged
by trapping two electrons, the defect state is fully occupied,
and the energy level is shifted to below the VBM [Fig. 9(c)].
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Electronic structures and atomic displacements of VPb in ferroelectric PbTiO3. (a) DOS of the neutral vacancy
V0Pb, (b) spatial distribution of the squared wave functions |ψe|2 of the unoccupied defect states of V0Pb (green iso-surface), (c) DOS of the
negatively-charged vacancy V2−Pb , and (d) atomic displacement around V2−Pb relative to V0Pb.
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the charging (the atomic displacement is smaller than that in
oxygen vacancies by two orders of magnitude) [Fig. 9(d)].
This is because the electrons that occupy the defect states are
not localized but distribute spatially away from the vacancy
site [see also Fig. 9(b)].
Distinctively, V0Ti induces four unoccupied defect states, in
each of which two are degenerate [Fig. 10(a)]. The doubly
degenerate defect states with a lower energy level (0.65 eV
above the VBM), which are denoted as L1 and L2, exhibit
a delocalized character [Fig. 10(b)]. On the other hand, the
other doubly degenerated defect states with a relatively higher
energy level (0.90 eV above the VBM), which are denoted
as H1 and H2, are highly localized at the O1 atom above
the V0Ti site. The defect states of H1 and H2 exhibit px
and py orbital characteristics, respectively. The O1 px and
py orbitals are hybridized with the Ti dzx and dyz orbitals,
respectively; therefore, by forming a pdπ bond in defect-free
PbTiO3, these defect states are closely related to the loss of
a bond due to V0Ti. The Ti vacancy is negatively charged,
so that the defect states are occupied from the lower to
higher levels and shift the energy levels down below the
VBM [Fig. 10(c)]. By occupying these defect states, negative
charges are concentrated, especially at the O1 atom above
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Electronic structures and atomic displacements of VTi in ferroelectric PbTiO3. (a) DOS of the neutral vacancy V0Ti,
(b) spatial distribution of the squared wave functions |ψe|2 of the unoccupied defect states of V0Ti (green iso-surface), (c) DOS of the negatively
charged vacancy V4−Ti , and (d) atomic displacement around V4−Ti relative to V0Ti.
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to the O1 atom, while the cationic oxygen moves outward
[Fig. 10(d)].
Thus, the characteristics of the defect electronic states (lo-
calized/delocalized) are dependent on the type of vacancy, and
the defect states are directly associated with the ferroelectric
disturbance by a vacancy through its charge distribution. In
addition, the defect states are closely related to the orbitals that
contribute to a hybridized bond in perfect PbTiO3. It should
be noted the present hybrid-functional calculations indicate
that the defect states are all induced in the band gap, which
is common in oxide materials.26–29 However, no clear defect
state was obtained in the band gap using the LDA functional.38
For oxygen vacancies, the DOS from the LDA functional seem
to capture not the defect state itself, but the conduction-band
edge, because the intrinsic defect state is embedded in the
conduction bands due to underestimation of the band gap.
Such an incorrect pictures of the defect electronic structure
when employing the LDA or GGA functionals have also been
reported for various oxide materials,26–29 which suggests that
the use of the hybrid functional, as in the present work, is
essential for the study of defect physics.
IV. CONCLUSION
The energetic, ferroelectric, and electronic properties of
intrinsic-point defects in ferroelectric PbTiO3 with different
charge states were investigated using first-principles calcula-
tions based on the HSE06 hybrid HF density functionals. The
HSE06 hybrid functional accurately reproduces the band gap
of PbTiO3, which enables a correct description of the defect
electronic states.
The oxygen vacancies are determined to act as double-
shallow donors and are thermodynamically stable over a wide
range of Fermi level under oxygen-poor conditions, while the
Pb and Ti vacancies are likely to form under oxygen-rich
conditions. The Pb vacancy acts as a double-shallow acceptor,
which leads to p-type conductivity. The results correspond
well with the relevant experimental observations.4,5
The ferroelectric distortion is anisotropically disturbed
outward by oxygen vacancies, while an isotropically inward
ferroelectric disturbance is evident around Pb and Ti vacancies.
Such a ferroelectric disturbance is strongly enhanced by the
charging of vacancies, except for the Pb vacancy, where no
significant change is observed.
The oxygen vacancies induce the defect electronic state
in the middle of the band gap, which is strongly localized
at the neighboring Ti atom and is contributed to by the d
orbital. The localized defect state may result from a partial
loss of the Ti-O bond through the hybridization of Ti-d and
O-p orbitals due to oxygen vacancy formation. In contrast, the
defect state of the Pb vacancy exhibits a delocalized character.
The Ti vacancy induces localized and delocalized defect states,
both of which are doubly degenerate. These distinct defect-
state characteristics explain why the ferroelectric disturbance
is completely different and dependent on the type of vacancy.
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